
Hello

Thank you for your consideration. My name is Bryan Maine and I am nominated to be your 
vice president. It is an honour and I take it seriously, thank you.

I have been encouraged by many of our fellow union members to run and help guide our 
collective progress. I know that most of you are only just learning of me and I am pleased to 
make your acquaintance and look forward to learning your hopes and concerns.

From 2005 to 2010 I worked in the telecom industry and became the Blackberry specialist 
for western Canada’s Largest Telus dealer. During this time I had the opportunity to work in 
a professional capacity with all telecom providers in Canada.

In 2014 I worked at Bell Canada’s head office completing corporate sales before taking a 
position as the Vice President of sales of Create Convert. A Digital media marketing firm 
founded in Vancouver and moved to Cebu, Philippines where I oversaw the development of 
multiple teams.

In 2016, a few months after my talk at the Vancouver Island Leadership Conference At 
Vancouver Island University, I had a heart failure. I woke up on the ground with my life 
abruptly changed in an instant. A year after this incident I had a heart surgery and completed
my recovery. During my recovery, a transit operator friend suggested the role.

I joined Handydart in 2018 as a bus operator and have found the job quite fulfilling. It has 
been an enjoyable way to re-enter the workforce and build community with great people.

It is with this past experience in communications, sales, and streamlining systems leveraging
modern infrastructure that I humbly accept this nomination and look forward to standing 
strong together.

I have created a new number 604- 674-4147 and linked it to my cell to directly address any 
questions you may have for me during your due diligence prior to voting on this important 
role.

Please feel free to call to get to know me or ask any questions you may have.

We’re all in this together.

Bryan Maine


